French birth expert Leboyer explains his ideas about birth

by Shirley A. Coste

Dr. Frederick Leboyer, internationally known for his controversial discoveries about birth, recently visited Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis as part of a promotional tour.

Leboyer, a native of France, was here to tell medical personnel and parents that the new born baby is somebody it hears sounds, bright lights hurt its eyes, and it feels terrible emotional pain that comes from not being acknowledged immediately. Leboyer claims, "I merely felt something strongly and wanted to share it." Leboyer says of his visit here that he wanted to share this—not to teach it, and that his birth process is a way of thinking, a new awareness about birth.

After his speech to the standing-room-only audience, more than 500 persons, including 150 couples, braved the bad weather to attend a showing of his two films, Titled Loving Hands and Birth Without Violence, the films were an artistic pictorial of his feelings about birth and the emotional bond between mother and child.

Before the early 1970's, Leboyer had delivered over 10,000 babies by conventional methods. He attributes his awareness of the infant's needs at birth to extensive psychological probing into his own birth through analysis.

After facing his own fear and pain by reliving his birth, Leboyer radically changed his mode of delivering babies. Observing that bright lights alarmed the newborn, he dimmed them during delivery. To compensate for the emotional trauma of separation, he began to massage the child as it lay on the mother's stomach. After the massage, he would hold the baby, cradled in his arms, in a tub of warm water.

Beauty. Inner Light, a Hatha Yoga book for pregnant women, "Pregnant women must find someone to listen to them more than anything," he said. "They want to talk to someone who understands their fears and feelings." Leboyer credits his affinity with pregnant women to the experience of his own "birth," correlating the fear of the infant at birth with that of the mother in labor.

Furthermore, Leboyer feels that mother and daughter seem to have a hereditary connection in the birth process. Daughters, he claims, experience the same fear sometimes at the same moment of labor that their mothers did.

Fear is also transmitted to the mother from her physician. Leboyer said, "He should convey a feeling of trust to his patient, instead of worry that something will go wrong."

Speaking softly and moving with fluid grace, Leboyer pauses in speech to gather his thoughts before he continues. He considers himself to be an artist, and has his conversation punctuated with dramatic demonstrations that illustrate his point of view. He screws up his face to imitate the newborn infant, strides across the floor to show an exaggerated walk, or leans to one side to demonstrate the correct use of the body.

Although "Leboyer Method" births have gained more acceptance in Indianapolis, having been used in some form over the last two years, the idea is slow to take hold. Dr. William A. Karsell, head of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Methodist, says there is some resistance to the theory that this kind of birth is completely safe.

To such critics Leboyer says, "If something goes wrong, then yes, turn on the lights, bring in the instruments. But," he adds, "do not forget that the baby is a person, not an instrument being checked to see if its parts are working. Remember it has feelings."

Leboyer emphasizes that labor is something that must be accepted by the pregnant woman. "Birth and death are times that we do not control what is happening to the body," he states, adding, "The religious man would say you are in the hands of God. You have to let go—but it come through you. You have to let it happen."

Of the expectant mothers who heard Leboyer speak, most expressed the view that previous conventional births under clinical conditions had been unsatisfactory. Many said they felt they had been treated without consideration for their own feelings or those of their child. One woman who is expecting her first child this spring plans a Leboyer delivery, saying that the method creates a gentle atmosphere of caring that is most desirable.

One pre-natal instructor, however, disagreed with the Leboyer theory. She voiced the opinion that the French doctor creates a cult of pregnant women who are drawn by the pretty and romantic ideas, or the artistic drama of his films. She accused Leboyer of creating fear in the mothers through his belief that infants are hurt by the emotional trauma of birth.

Dr. Karsell says that women who are interested in this kind of delivery must first find an obstetrician who is willing to do a Leboyer delivery. "It begins with the woman and her doctor," he says.
IUPUI News

Bus to Bloomington begins Jan. 20

A sort of bookmobile-in-reverse will start Saturday, Jan. 20 for IUPUI faculty and students. A free shuttle bus service will travel between IUPUI and the IU Library in Bloomington every Saturday from Jan. 20 through April 28 (except for spring break, March 21).

"We think many undergraduates, graduate students and faculty member will welcome the chance to save some gas money and use the bus service to Bloomington for their library facilities," said Mike Reardon, president of the IUPUI Student Assembly, the group which suggested the shuttle bus service several months ago to Robert J. Bonner, director of University Libraries in Indianapolis.

Approval and details were worked out with the IU Trustees, library and administration officials.

According to Bonner and IU Libraries Dean Carl Jackson, the new bus service is evidence of the libraries' commitment to develop a co-operative, functional library system based on sharing the special resources of each campus.

This shuttle will leave from the parking lot north of University Library at Blake Street (parking lot east of Cavanaugh) at 8:30 am and arrive at the IU Main Library in Bloomington about 9:45 am. The bus will start the return trip at 10:45 pm.

Sign-up sheets and free boarding passes will be available at the University Library. Since bus capacity is 38 passengers, persons planning to use this service should contact their library personnel by Wednesday of each week. Arrangements can be made in person or by telephone, 364-4789.

To learn more about what is available in the Bloomington library, students and faculty should consult librarians here. University Library and the 38th Street Library have microfilm copies of the IU card catalogs as well as guides to the library facilities, so users can do some "homework" before going to Bloomington. IUPUI students and faculty also have borrowing privileges from Bloomington.

Mike Reardon (photo by E. Valmestas)

Lung Association urges hospitals to ban cigarette sales on grounds

Are hospitals which profit from sales of tobacco products within their institutions acting inversely to their responsibility to alleviate suffering and promote health? The American Lung Association thinks so and has undertaken to proscribe cigarette sales at all hospital property.

A recent survey of hospitals in Indiana, conducted by Dr. John Seffrin, chairman of the Health Education Department at Purdue University, Dr. Richard Brashear, Director of the Division of Pulmonary Medicine Indiana University Medical Center and Larry A. Shirkey, a second year graduate student in health education at Purdue, reveals that 81% of the hospitals responding do sell cigarettes in one or more ways. (Vending machines, over the counter).

The Indiana survey will receive national coverage later this month in the December issue of the American Review of Respiratory Disease. The survey, to which 118 of the 119 hospitals responded, also demonstrated that the large majority of these hospitals (42%) not selling cigarettes encounter no problems with their no sales policy.

Based upon these findings, the Indiana Thoracic Society, the medical arm of the American Lung Association of Indiana, has recently passed a resolution recommending that all Indiana hospitals and health care facilities adopt a policy prohibiting the sale of any and all tobacco products within their facilities.

Thanks to our friends at Indy-Type, Inc., who learned us their typesetter making this issue possible.

4 a.m.

Our typesetter broke, so there will be no verse today.

Hi Mom!

So sorry.

4 a.m.
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Contributions by Black women researched

A research project on the contributions of black women to American history since 1790 was launched this fall by Phyllis Rauch Klotman, of IU-Bloomington, a consultant for the two-year project which is funded by the Women's Educational Equity Act Program.

Klotman, professor of Afro-American Studies and Affirmative Action Officer of IU-Bloomington, is part of a nationwide movement which includes researchers and a variety of resource people, including 31 "locators" who will interview many people, including researchers and a variety of persons. This is a part of the Indiana area locator is Dharathula Millender. 2690 W 50th, Gary, IN.

With carefully designed criteria, Klotman said, researchers and locators will interview many people, who will comb through thousands of local and national archives and geographical background of the black women to be included in the data.

The Indiana area locator is Dharathula Millender. 2690 W 50th, Gary, IN.

Some of today's most valuable tools for genetic research come in pairs. Twins, both identical and non-identical, have been indispensable subjects in Indiana University research that can be applied not only in genetic questions, according to an article appearing in the November issue of IU's Research & Creative Activity magazine.

Richard Rose, psychologist and associate professor of medical genetics, is using the "twins method" to study more than 500 twin pairs recruited by the IU Twin Panel.

The twin method involves comparisons between fraternal and identical twins. Identical twins, who share 100% genetic duplicates, are easier to study than non-identical twins, who are the result of two eggs. These eggs are the product of a single egg which splits to form two similar individuals.

Fraternal twins are non-identical twins, who have 50% of their genetic material in common.

The overall theme of genetic research is to study the question of the origin of intelligence, Rose said.

Twin Panel is working with twin pairs that have been identified through an interview. The twins method is used to study the children of identical twins, who are generally shared, although, in rare cases, they may have either all genes or no genes in common.

Farnam's general aim is to study the differences in social behavior and development in an effort to distinguish genetic from environmental influences, the article said.

Twin pairs are classified as being identical twins, who are genetically identical; non-identical twins, who are not genetically identical; and fraternal twins, who are genetically identical.

Some of the most interesting information may be obtained from comparing identical twins, who are genetically identical; non-identical twins, who are not genetically identical; and fraternal twins, who are genetically identical.

Some of the most interesting information may be obtained from comparing identical twins, who are genetically identical; non-identical twins, who are not genetically identical; and fraternal twins, who are genetically identical.

One portrait Klotman has drawn is that of Biddy Mason, a slave who lived in San Bernardino, Calif., from Hancock County, Miss. Mason not only helped cattle and other livestock during the time to down, but she also had the responsibility for the care of her three young daughters.

When Biddy Mason's master decided to Wurm to the South, in 1858, she appealed to the local sheriff and was successful in winning her freedom for herself and her daughters, but Klotman said.

The woman then "worked assiduously as a confinement nurse until she saved enough money to buy property on the outskirts of what was then the city of Los Angeles," she added.

"Apparently realizing the potentiality of growth for the city, she continued to acquire property and to teach her children the value of it." By the time Biddy Mason died, she had become wealthy by selling off plots of land as the value of property increased dramatically.

Klotman also told the story of Mary Charity "Mary Pleasant." as a confinement nurse.

Klotman, but added it is clear that she considered a large deal of wealth and power and was a pioneer land investor.

Klotman believes that the new information gathered through the research project will be a major contribution to the culture of the entire country and hopes that the problem will be funding that there is too much—not too little—information about the black women who have so far slipped through the pages of UI history unnoticed.

Those who believe they have information may contact Klotman at the IU Afro-American Studies Department, Memorial hall East, M.B. 27, IUPUI, Bloomington, IN 47408, phone 812-373-4699 or 812-373-3284.

For further information about these Student Activity Board-sponsored trips, call 264-8264/8265. Applications are available now, so don't delay!
Fees mandatory

The mandatory fee issue is again upon us, and it seems to us that no one seems to care. Sure, student groups are interested, but that makes sense, as it is student groups who will be appropriated funds gathered through the collection process.

But what puzzles us is the lack of student input into the issue. Nobody seems to care, even though everyone will be affected by a mandatory fee. Whether you are in favor of this proposal or not, you will pay the $4 or $2 (depending on whether you are a full-time or part-time student) during the registration process. There won't be any choice to it.

The IUPUI Student Assembly presented a proposal to Dr. Glenn W. Irwin, Jr., IU Vice President-Indianapolis, last semester, but is upgrading that proposal and will again submit it to Dr. Irwin. Student Body President Mike Reardon reports little, if any, student concern over the proposal.

A lot has been said about the so-called “student apathy” on this campus, but apathy is hard to understand when the issue will directly hit you in the pocketbook. If you've got any feelings on the issue, give the Student Assembly a call and let your representatives know how you feel.

CCC Scholarships

Mike Wagoner, the director of the Student Activities program at IUPUI, called us the other day with an interesting bit of information—it seems that only one person has applied for the available Circle City scholarships.

These scholarships are for $300 each, and at least three of them will be given to students. Applications are available in the Student Activities Office in Cavanaugh Hall, Room 322, so if you think you qualify, go ahead and apply. You've got nothing to lose and $300 to gain.

Correction

In a Sagamore editorial entitled, “Flaw Found,” we reported that the Registrar’s office would be closed on Friday, Jan. 12. The information was erroneous, and we regret any inconvenience caused by the mistake.

Our View

Letters should be printed unless they are signed. Only the name will be published with the letter unless the writer requests anonymity. The editors reserve the right to edit all letters and to reject those letters they feel are objectionable. All letters should be typed and addressed to the editor, Cavanaugh Hall, Room 322, so if you have any feelings on the issue, give the Student Assembly a call and let your representatives know how you feel.

Lanham attacked—again

To The Editor:

Thank God for George Magold! (Sagamore 01/08/79) I am so sick of Tom Lanham! I mean, this Lanham turkey spent 1 1/2 column inches to carry on about how he got screwed over out of an interview with Hall and Oates and only 63 column inches on the actual concert. This is the guy that announces, “I'm the entertainment editor for a large university newspaper” at several “Rocky Horror Picture Show”ings. Oh, is he?

Yeah, you can always recognize Lanham. He's the kid with all the promo buttons travelling down both sides of his chest. Merit badges? Tom? Don't make the mistake of admiring one, either—he'll go into his “Oh, I got this personality from blah-blah-blah” spiel.

Being in “The Music Biz” can be cool, Lanham, but not if you're obnoxious about it. The ego literally drips from your articles. So if you can't write an objective article, whether the band put up with you or not, why waste our time and the Sagamore's space? A lot of trees died to perpetuate your myth.

As ever,
Frace

P.S. Why not start a “Dear Lanham” column where irate readers can air their complaints and Tom Turkey can reply? I can see it now...

Or even better: Let him identify himself to the audience at “Rocky Horror” and we'll throw the eggs at him instead of the screen.

Excuse me, Mr. John Doe, but we're cancelling your life insurance policy.

Our View
The lawyers tell me I'm the sixth lawyer you've had this week. That's right, and I hope you're better than the other six. They were all kinda stringy.

Do you really expect me to defend you? Well, people have told me that I do have some bad habits. Do you know what you're charged with? I've heard about 333 murderers and none of them ever paid me. Lying, cheating, stealing, murder, extortion, kidnapping, burglary. How can you make a living? I sell tickets to the executions.

It's ironic isn't it two years ago you ate my wife. Of course, I've defended 333 murderers and none of them ever paid me. And now I'm your defense attorney. I swore that someday I would pay you back. Here's fourteen dollars... it's all I've got. The defense calls mom to the stand. Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and so on and so forth?

You are the mother of the accused, is that right? Ah, should have warned you about her. Now then mom, would you tell us something about the character of the accused? We did what? Have you exploding roses? Put peanut butter on your pantyhose? She put quicksand around the fire hydrant!!

Any Meal, Any Time of Day

- Breakfast
- Lunch
- Dinner

Our service is fast and friendly so join your friends in our dining room. Or call ahead and use our carry-out service for any item on our new expanded menu at the West 16th Street Waffle House, where quality and convenience come together.

2621 West 16th Street
Carry Out Orders: 631-5922
Senior Citizen's Day - Tuesday 3 pm - 11 pm Half-price

Talent Search '79

Cedar Point Live Shows

Performers
Musicians
Technicians

Athens, Ohio - Mon., Jan. 29

Columbus, Ohio - Tues., Jan. 30

Highland Heights, KY - Wed., Jan. 31

Bloomington, IN - Thurs., Feb. 1

Indianapolis, IN - Fri., Feb. 2

Dayton, OH - Sat., Feb. 3

Also at Cedar Point Sat., Feb. 10, Sat., Feb. 17, Sun., Feb. 18

For Other Audition Sites and Further Information Contact Live Shows.

Cedar Point
Sandusky, OH 44870
419-626-0830
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

CIRCLE CITY CIRCUIT SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE

Undergraduate students with a cumulative grade-point average of 3.3 or better are invited to apply for one of the $300 Circle City Circuit Scholarships. Other criteria specify that the applicants be degree-seeking students enrolled at IUPUI who will be enrolled at IUPUI during the Spring Semester 1979. Part-time students as well as full-time students are eligible for the Scholarships.

When the Scholarships were created the committee members wanted to emphasize two areas of campus life about which they were concerned. Therefore, two Scholarships will recognize athletics and Handicapped Student Services. The Circle City Circuit Scholarship Committee will also name at least one other recipient from another area of campus life. The Committee will receive all applications and determine eligibility of candidates. A total of at least three (3) students will be named to receive the Scholarships for 1979.

Applications for the Scholarships may be obtained at any Student Activity Office or the Financial Aid Office at IUPUI. Applications must be received by 5 pm on Thursday, February 1, 1979 in Cavanaugh Hall, 322, 925 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, 46202 to be considered. Candidates must attach to their application a transcript of all college and university coursework. All applications received will be acknowledged by mail.

Recipients will be named at IUPUI Honors Day, April 20, 1979 in the Student Union Building. The awards will be available at the time of student's completion of registration in August, 1979.

---

Congressional Insight

Businessmen are scrambling to get into the China trade boom. The units at the Commerce Department that dispense information about developing commerce on the mainland have been swamped with requests for advice, data.

No sweeping legislation is needed to expand trade with China. Major American companies have been establishing commercial ties with the mainland ever since the signing of the Shanghai Communiqué in 1972. Among them have been Boeing, IBM, RCA, and manufacturers of oil field equipment.

The commercial floodgates really opened last year. That's when China came out of a self-imposed shell, began buying the technology and hardware it needs to modernize its economy. The total of imports and exports came to $1.1 billion in 1978, that amount is expected to double in 1979, based on contracts already signed—nothing to do with the new diplomacy.

Congress will try again to solve the puzzle of hazardous wastes.

The question of who pays for damages was not addressed, however. Financial responsibility will be the issue when the law is renewed this year.

Environmentalists don't like the suggestion of an industry panel. The Solid Waste Management Association is drafting an amendment to establish a "superfund" to compensate people harmed by licensed dumps in the future. Landfill owners and operators would chip into the fund and keep it solvent. That approach wouldn't cover sites abandoned in previous years, the environmentalists argue. And they criticize the fact that only the fund could be sued. Owner/operators would be insulated from any liability. The industry critics fear that would lead to irresponsible disposal practices.

The Environmental Protection Agency is revising its own proposal. EPA will call for a "superfund" maintained by industries that generate the hazardous materials—as well as landfill interests. Also, the EPA fund would cover abandoned sites: cleanup costs and compensation for damages.

We think IRS will back down on tax rules for non-public schools.

Hill pressure on the tax collectors has been fierce, will get worse. New regulations would deny federal tax exemptions to any of 20,000 private and religious schools in the nation that discriminate racially. The real controversy is over a new standard proposed to accomplish that: a school is presumed segregated if established or expanded in the wake of the Supreme Court's 1978 desegregation order. The schools would have to prove otherwise.

Church and private school administrators are bowing. They say IRS would impose quotas, reverse standards of American justice (they'd be guilty until proven innocent) and would drive many schools out of business.

Last month's hearings prompted a record response: 125 witnesses and 130,000 letters of protest. The tax men are now rethinking their position. They're promised there will be no more comments until after the new Congress convenes this month and has a chance to hold its own hearings on the issue.

---

calendar central

January 15
Spring On-Campus Recruiting Begins (through May 11), 8:30 am, Union Building.

January 16
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 17
Swimming, Intramural, Entry deadline.

January 18
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 19
Men's Basketball: Sheffield at Washington Square.

January 20
Coffee House, 9:00 pm, Union Building.

January 21
Spring Theater Tryouts (through January 19), 7:50 pm, Marott Building.

January 22
Continuing Medical Education: (through January 17) "Cross-Sectional Echocardiography Workshop", Fesler Hall.

January 23
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 24
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 25
Dance, Intramural, Entry deadline.

January 26
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 27
Spring semester orientation, 1:30 am, Union Building.

January 28
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 29
Learn & Shop, Counseling and Registration, 10:15 am - Noon, 6:00 - 7:00 pm.

January 30
Men's Basketball: Ayres Lafayette Square.
cooking with kirk

Food buying tips

by Kirk Carney

Inflation is the number one problem in the economy and, as a result, has caused prices in all facets of industry to rise, especially in food. Hopefully, the following information will help you as a consumer, and especially as an student, to purchase food items according to their supply and will, in turn, help you to save money.

This guide is supplied by the USDA.

Beef...adequate. January production rate to average 3-4 percent below year earlier, and 7 percent above 1976-77 average for the month. Production of higher grades to be above year-earlier level, but not enough to offset smaller output of processing type beef.

Broiler-dryers...plentiful. Marketing rates to be up 10 percent from year-earlier level and 17-18 percent above the 5-year average for January.

Eggs...adequate. Output to be about 1 percent above year-earlier level and 3-4 percent higher than the 5-year average for January.

Milk and dairy products...adequate. Milk production, increasing seasonally, will be about the same as January 1979 and above at 3-year average for the month. American cheese production in October was at record high level—up 8 percent from a year earlier. Because of increased cheese production, butter production declined 12 percent in October and 13 percent in November from 1977 levels, and neufchatel dry milk production in October was down 30 percent.

Fresh apples, winter pears, and grapefruit...plentiful, with Florida grapefruit crop nearing peak pressure. Fresh oranges and tangerines...adequate. canned and Florida orange juice, grapefruit juice...adequate. Canned peaches, pears, fruit cocktail, and applesauce...adequate.

Canned and frozen spinach...adequate overall, although individual items range from light to plentiful. Canned green beans and canned and frozen spinach...light. Frozen carrots and corn-on-the-cob...plentiful.

Potatoes...plentiful, with 1979 fall crop to be a record—7 percent above 1975-77 average; sweet Potatoes...plentiful. 1979 crop estimates to be 11 percent larger than 1977 crop, and the largest since 1980.

Pre savaş...plentiful. Record 1979 crop to be about 7 percent more than 1977 crop. Almonds...adequate, although 1978 production to be about 38 percent below 1977 crop. Walnuts...adequate, although production for 1978 to be about 17 percent below 1977 crop. Pre savaş...adequate, production about 13 percent below last year.

Rice...plentiful. The 1978 crop hit a new record, up 36 percent from 1977 crop and 30 percent above 1975-77 average. Cereals...plentiful. Production in 1978 to be a record—8 percent above year-earlier levels and 12 percent above 1975-77 average.

Terminology used: Plentiful—More than enough for requirements. Bargains are usually good in this category Adequate—Enough, but not a good supply. Prices fluctuate between high and low. Light—Not enough for normal needs. Prices in this category are usually high.

(Note: Cooking With Kirk welcomes readers' responses on any tips, recipes, advice or any matter that deals with food.)

Rod (and blondes) have fun, or do they?

"Blondes Have More Fun, Or Do They?" Rod Stewart (Warner Bros., BS33261)

by Bob Haggard

When Rod Stewart quit the Faces, and went solo, he put out some fine albums that made his music and his name to this very day renowned. Those albums include a Night on the Town which brought him his famed "Tonight's the Night", "Big Bad" and his very much of a classic, "The Killing of George" in name a few. Those three songs made Rod Stewart the distinguished songwriter-singer that led to his second album, "Fool Loose and Fancy Free". This album contained such creative rockers in the manner of the wailing rocker, "Hot Leg", "You're in My Heart" and the 1975 revival of "Vanilla Fudge's" "You Keep Me Hangin' On." Well, Rod's back with another album Blondes Have More Fun, Or Do They? But this time, he fails short of the ingenuity he's shown us with his past recordings, some of which I've mentioned earlier. This time, it seems the album is directed even more towards his many ladies and loves than ever before. This is self explanatory by just listening to a few lines in " Ain't I Love a Bitch", "Is That The Thanks I Get?" and "Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?" Seems to me, if he hadn't any lady troubles he'd have nothing to sing about. This is basically a continuation of previous albums with the same last love themes as before. However, he has pulled together a fine arrangement on this one which is better and more involved than his last LP's. If the words tend to become boring, you have the excellent sounds of percussion, piano, synthesizers, flute and horn, which actually contribute a great deal more to the album than the simplistic lyrics. At times it is difficult to distinguish the words from the music which tends to overpower even Stewart's raspy vocals. Not to be overlooked is the group's well worth listening to backup vocals and harmonizing, something which has been missing on the past recordings. In short, this album lacks the foot stomping rock 'n' roll pattern we've been so accustomed to in the past and instead we have a more intricate just type arrangement of the material. If you are an avid listener of Stewart's then this album may not appeal to you strongly as it isn't typical of his past music. However if you appreciate an ever-changing style and current disco trends in music then you'll find this one lives up to those expectations.

Coke adds life...to everything that makes your brain tick! Whether you're out with the gang having fun...or enjoying a quiet moment alone...no matter what makes your good times. Coke adds life!
Bring in this coupon for an extra dollar at Indianapolis Blood Plasma, Inc.
First time donation—$12 $10 per donation
Open Mon.—Fri. 7:30–2:30
Capital & Michigan
Free parking 637-3294

$100/MONTH FOR PLASMA DONATIONS.
YOUR NEIGHBOR CAN HELP YOU EARN IT.

Help Wanted
MOTION PICTURE EXTRAS needed by producer. For audition information write: Theatrical Arts, 6334 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028.

TUTORANTED TO TEACH DAT CLASSES. Requires strong math and verbal background, GPA of 3.4 or higher, and scores of over 800 on GMAT. Small classes. Part-time hours, excellent pay. Call 359-7078.

TUTOR WANTED TO TEACH DAT CLASSES. Requires strong math and verbal background, GPA of 3.4 or higher, and scores of over 800 on GMAT. Small classes, short hours, excellent pay. Call 359-7078. (W.M. 36)

SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. Liquid lawn company seeking hardworking, results-oriented individual to train among top sales of sales and service areas. Position starts with surveying, pricing, and selling. Advertising incentive programs, sales analyses, service and supervisory opportunities will be available as individual progresses through the year. Requirements: 2 year college degree or equivalent. Preferably some science and/or business background. Write or apply in person at EXCELAWN CORPORATION, 5235 Winthrop, Indianapolis, IN 46220, Please no phone calls.

Listeners' Theatre is holding auditions for plays in Mark Twain's A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Auditions Saturday January 18th, 4pm and January 18, CA 507, at 8:15pm. Those auditioning should bring a biographical idea and six lines of dialogue and should be able to perform.

KAREN DIXON INSURANCE AGENCY. REASONABLE STUDENT RATES 708 MAIN STREET BLOOMINGTON 981-6337

TOM SCOTT ATTORNEY AT LAW. LEGAL SERVICES AT REASONABLE FEES. Divorce—Incorporation—Bankruptcy. 703 BROADRIPPLE AVE. PH. 285-6915 IN BARGERVILLE PH. 422-6122

Typhists-Keypunch operators-encoders. 11:00 pm—7:30 am. Typists and keypunch operators will be trained for this interesting assignment. A long-term temporary. Free parking. Central location. Day & evening hours also available. Call 635-1546 or come in 9-3

ADULT STUDENT HOUSING, INC. Serving IUPUI students, faculty, spouses and children of students exclusively. Eligibility: Under Graduates 9 credit hours or more. Graduate students 5 credit hours or more. Offers: Apts and family townhouses.

STUDENT RATES FROM M37. UTILITIES INCLUDED. 649 636 N. Hamilton. Owner available Monday through Saturday 256-1253.

WOMAN ROOMMATE WANTED. Furnished home on Northeast Tipp. Roommates preferred, but not limited. Contact Theresa Miller 264-7816 or Becky Buna 264-2478.

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE. Newly furnished, near Brook Grove,$716/month. plus phone. Call 357-7905. (W.M. 37)

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share enormous apt in old northeast. $100/month. Call 623-4791. (W.M. 37)

SEEKING RESPONSIBLE WOMAN to share beautifully furnished home on Northeast. TV, bed, dorm beds, etc. provided. Non-smoker only. Rent $110. Glenda, 542-2435 daily. (W.M. 39)

For Sale

1978 DATSUN 200XS
5 Speed Manual
See notes.
$4,800. Steve, 280-6699.


PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT: STUDENTS Eric Lilly and Company accepting applications for local service jobs. $3.10/hour. On-campus interviews will be held Thursday January 17, 10-12 p.m. Student Union Building, Pro. Room office. (W.M. 37)

STUDENT WANTED TO TEACH DAT January 17, 10 a.m.—2 p.m. Student, 621-4935 or 621-2983. Freeman Manor, Wackanhut. Day or evening or part-time. (W.M. 37)

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE. Two bedroom home on Northeast. Roommates preferred, but not limited. Contact Theresa Miller 264-7816 or Becky Buna 264-2478.

For SALE. DAT PRODUCTS. 344-8427.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Furnished home on Northeast Tipp. Roommates preferred, but not limited. Contact Theresa Miller 264-7816 or Becky Buna 264-2478.

Applying for this assignment? Keypunch operators will be trained. Call 635-1546 or come in 9-3.

For Sale

ADULT STUDENT HOUSING, INC. Serving IUPUI students, faculty, spouses and children thereof exclusively. Eligibility: Under Graduates 9 credit hours or more. Graduate students 5 credit hours or more. Offers: Apts and family townhouses.

STUDENT RATES FROM M37. UTILITIES INCLUDED. PARK Lafayette Homes, LTD.

Offers excellent rental 3 & 4 bedroom homes, from $226 monthly. Each rental home includes full amenities, Garages or Carports, Play Areas, Private Patios & Lawn Care.

ASH, INC. & PARK Lafayette LTD. 2300 N. TIBBS 355-5161 INDIANAPOLIS, IN. 46222